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Follow these steps to install the Cone Base Cover around your existing pole. 
1. Remove any existing base cover.

a. Remove any debris from the pole base, anchor bolts, and footing.
b. Ensure water can drain from inside the pole.

i. Check under the base plate for dry packed concrete, and remove as much of
it as you can.

c. We recommend removing any flaking rust and paint the existing pole base, 
inside and out, with a rust encapsulating paint like The Rust Doctor.

2. Cut the Cone Base Cover to match the pole.
a. Example: If it is a 5” square pole, cut the cover along the 5” Square line.

i. For tapered poles, the pole diameter must be measured wear the top of the
cover will meet the pole.

1. Chart 1, on the next page, shows how tall the Cone Base
Cover will be when it is cut for different size poles.

b. Use tin slips to cut the plastic.
c. We recommend cutting the cover for a slightly smaller pole, then test fitting the

cover and trimming it, to ensure an exact fit.
i. Use this as a template for future poles of the same size.

3. Using a liberal amount of ABS Glue or Christy’s Red Hot Blue Glue, put a line of
glue on the backside of the cover.

a. Put the glue on the smooth side of the cover, just outside the slits cut into the
plastic.
i. Not the side with the locking tabs.

4. Holding the Cone Base Cover in front of you, with the textured side facing you,
wrap it around the pole.

a. With one arm around each side, “bear hug” the cover, pushing it against the
pole with your chest.

5. Starting at the bottom, snap the first tab into the first slot.
a. Bend the edges of the cover inwards so the tabs intersect the slits at up to a 90*

angle, and push the tabs into the slits.
b. Work your way up from the bottom, one tab at the time.

i. The tabs with locking clips will “snap” when the locking clips engage.
c. Holding the cover above the base of the pole will make the process easier.
d. At this point the tabs and locking clips are holding the cover together until the

glue solidifies.
6. Slide the cover down firmly to make contact with the footing.

a. Rotate the cover to put the seam on the least visible angle.
7. For a water tight seal, use a paintable caulking to seal the gaps in the vertical

seam.
8. Wrap the tape around the top of the cover, where it meets the pole.

a. Remove the backing on the tape, exposing the tar glue, one section at a time.

http://rustdoctor.com/
http://www.tchristy.net/babs.php
http://www.tchristy.net/rhbgr.php
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b. Secure the first part of the tape to pole and the cover, splitting the tape half on 
the cover and half on the pole. 

c. Pull the tape tight, to remove any wrinkles, and wrap it around the pole. 
d. Overlap the tape at least 1”, cutting off the extra tape. 

9. Using a color-matched paint, paint the Cone Base Cover, tape and caulking to 
match the pole. 

a. The Cone Base Cover may also be painted with a florescent color to make the 
poles easier for drivers to see. 

 

Cone Base Cover Height Chart 
 This chart shows how tall the Cone Base Cover will be when it is cut to fit 
specific size poles 
 
Pole Size Cover Height 
4” Round 46” 
5” Round 43” 
4” Square 42” 
6” Round 39 ¾” 
5” Square 37 ¼” 
6.5” Round 37 ¼” 
7” Round 36 ½” 
8” Round 33 ¼” 
6” Square 31” 
9” Round 29 ¾” 
10” Round 26 ½” 
 




